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Foreword – John Wood, Chair, Neighbourhood Plan Steering Group  

The preparation of this plan has been challenging, not least because we have been working against a 

particularly uncertain environment with regards to firstly a possible Garden Community, currently planned by 

Colchester Borough Council to be delivered partly within the boundaries of the MT area and, secondly, the 

large scale road improvements to the A12 and A120 being planned by ECC and Highways England, which 

will directly impact on the village.  

This Summary of the full draft Neighbourhood Plan is offered to assist with the included Questionnaire 

which we are asking you to complete, preferably electronically, to help us finalise the Plan.  We look forward 

to hearing your views and are holding a public meeting at 13.00 after the Litter Pick on Sat 14
th
 March. 

Introduction – What is the Neighbourhood Plan About? 

The Neighbourhood Plan (NP) cannot legally determine what happens with regard to strategic housing and 

road infrastructure developments, nor the Local Plan. Our NP has to conform to these. The Parish Council 

has to deal with whatever is legally decided for us. It can, however, seek to influence those decisions 

and outcomes. The Parish Council is doing this in two ways: 

 To seek to influence the proposed Local Plan directly arguing for infrastructure 

first and getting rid of Marks Tey as a vehicular through route, minimum affect on existing 

communities in the first 15 years, a park at Long Green and green separation of existing 

communities from major development (more details see Marks Tey Parish Council website, Local 

Plan tab). 

 To develop a Neighbourhood Plan formed by a community Study Group to legally influence those 

planning applications that do come forward 

This Summary is about the second of these — a Marks Tey Parish Neighbourhood Plan for 2020 to 

2033 and the following is a summary of the 90+ page full Plan which is available on the Marks Tey 

Parish Council website under the Neighbourhood Plan tab. This is now being formally consulted upon 

from 24
th
 Feb to 12

th
 April.  Following your comments, we will revise the plan before we submit it to 

Colchester Borough Council who may then organise a further period of consultation and appoint an 

examiner.  Subject to a successful examination, the plan will be sent out to all of Marks Tey Parish for a 

formal simple vote to either approve or reject. Hardcopies of the full Plan are available to consult, and 

surveys can be left, at the Parish Council Office, Marks Tey Pharmacy, St Andrews Church, and Little 

Tey Church. 

 
 

 

 
The Parish Council and the Neighbourhood Plan Steering Group is determined that if expansion 
comes that it should be done in a way that will significantly improve Marks Tey and Little Tey from 
how it now exists.
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The Neighbourhood Plan gives the Parish and community an opportunity to set legal planning 

policies and approaches that detail this and we need your support and comments on what we 

are proposing. 

Neighbourhood Plan Area - What is Marks Tey Parish like now? 

Of the 2,500+ people who live in Marks Tey Parish (Marks Tey and Little Tey), few work here. The 

Parish is characterised by the major routes of the Al2, A120, and the mainline railway, and mean that 

most people commute, but these routes also fragment our community, pollute, and make local 

movement difficult. Housing is generally good, mostly owner-occupied, relatively new, and low-density, 

and we are surrounded by countryside. We have notable bits of heritage, history, and natural 

environment as detailed in our Character Assessment. Thanks to passing trade, we are also well 

served with facilities for village of our size, with the notable exception of health facilities and a 

secondary school and have a wide variety of businesses.  

The Neighbourhood Plan aims to protect, enhance, and improve this. 

Key Issues  

From the above and from engagement with the community and local businesses the key infrastructure 

constraints are: the railway line; the A12; and the A120, with environmental constraints of the historic 

buildings and brick pit SSSI, and the existing settlement boundaries. Our strengths, threats, 

weaknesses, and opportunities are: 

Strengths Weaknesses Opportunities Threats 

-Rail Station 

-Access 

-Range of facilities 

-Heritage & history 

-Internet infrastructure 

-Low density dwelling 

-Fragmented community 

-Poor parking 

-Poor environment/traffic 

-Poor local access 

-Little health/care facilities 

-No secondary school  

-Reconnection 

-Road upgrades 

-Green corridors 

-Raising profile 

-Becoming more 

attractive 

-Rail station 

-Road congestion 

-Impact of growth 

-Loss of heritage 

-Loss of character 

-Natural asset loss 

The Neighbourhood Plan challenges and addresses these. 

Vision and Objectives 

The Neighbourhood Plan forms six themes with Core Objectives. 

Themes Core Objective 

Getting Around Ease existing severe traffic volumes and ensure they don’t get worse. 

Create more connected community 

Sense of Place Maintain and strengthen sense of place 

Preserving and enhancing heritage assets 

A stronger Community Protecting and enhancing community facilities including open space 

A healthier environment Protect and foster our natural environment for people, flora, and wildlife 

Manage and improve pollution 

Varied housing  Variety and innovation in any new housing to meet local needs 

Business and employment Encourage and enable business to thrive 

This is what your questionnaire responses have told us and what our Neighbourhood Plan seeks to 

achieve. 

Marks Tey Parish Neighbourhood Plan Policies 

The above Core Objectives are supported by planning Policies as summarised below and presented in 

greater detail with supporting evidence in the full Draft Plan. 

Objective. - Getting Around 

Policy MT01 - Al2, A120 and Station Infrastructure Improvements 

No new developments generating any significant additional vehicle movements before Al2 and A120 

capacity improvements are operational.  

All proposals for any development are to show that vehicle movements will have no adverse impacts on 

amenity, street scene, air pollution, or road safety, for all users. Development at the Station is required to 

increase road safety, accessibility, preserve residential amenity, improve parking, and linkage to shops. 

 

 



Policy MTO2 - Create Walking and Cycle Friendly Neighbourhoods 

All new development to: 

Incorporate safe and attractive walking and cycling routes; all routes to be accessible for disabled/prams 

etc, and to be resisted if this not shown by: 

Indication of walking distances to amenities taking into account barriers; the extent that safety and quality of 

walking/cycling gives real choice residents; and how much connectivity is improved.  

Objective - Sense of Place 

Policy MTO3 – A120/Coggeshall Road - A Quality Street for All 

All development proposals affecting the Coggeshall Road must implement or contribute to Coggeshall 

Road street scene improvements or demonstrate no adverse impacts. 

Policy MT04 - Village Settlement Boundaries 

Development proposals will be supported within defined village settlement boundaries but not supported 

outside of these unless: for sensitively designed employment uses meeting local business need 

(excluding Little Tey where due to the quality of surrounding countryside development will be resisted); 

recreational uses meeting local need; appropriate countryside uses; or strategic development included 

in the emerging Local Plan. The latter will be supported provided: the visual and physical separation of 

Little Tey and Marks Tey is preserved; rural character of Little Tey is preserved; the semi-rural nature of 

Marks Tey and footpath access to wider countryside is preserved; opportunities are taken to protect and 

enhance distinguishing features described in the Character Assessment 

Policy MT05 - Local Character and Design 

All development proposals should contribute in a positive and innovative way to the quality of the built 

environment in terms of being design-led, sympathetic to the quality and character of the parish and 

enhance a sense of place. This should be done within each area of the Parish as outlined in the Marks 

Tey Character Assessment and specific proposals are given for Little Tey, Long Green, Potts Green, and 

the Village. 

Policy MT06 - Landscape Character, and Locally Important Views 

The Parish's rural character is enhanced with a series of important local views. Open land around the 

Parish should generally be safeguarded from development. Development which supports and enhances 

the identified key views, and keeps open corridors linking the countryside with the built environment, will 

be supported.  

Policy MT07 - Non Designated Heritage Assets 

In addition to seeking to preserve and enhance identified listed building within the Parish a balanced 

judgement will be taken in relation to a specified number of additional non designated important 

buildings where any adjacent development proposals will need to show appropriate scale, and no 

harm or loss of significance to the identified buildings.  

Policy MT08 - Rural Lanes 

Opportunities will be sought to enhance the protection, amenity, and/or biodiversity of Dobbies Lane, 

Doggetts Lane, Grangers Lane (from Long Green to Broom's Farm), Ancient Green Lane in Little Tey, and 

Motts Lane. 

Objective – A Stronger Community  

Policy MT9 - Local Green Spaces 

The existing green spaces within the Parish of the Marks Tey estate play area and recreational area, 

and the Little Tey pond and seating area by the Church, are to be designated as Local Green Spaces 

and protected accordingly. 

Policy MT10 - Protecting and Enhancing the Quality and Quantity of Open Space  

New development will be expected to contribute to extending the quantity and improving the quality of 

open space within Marks Tey Parish and in a way that compliments and extends the connection to and 

interlinking of green existing spaces. Loss of green space can only be acceptable by suitable over 

replacement of that loss. 

Objective – A Healthier Environment 

Policy MT11 - Protecting and Enhancing the Natural Environment 

Development proposals will be expected to retain existing features of biodiversity value and, where 

practical to do so, provide a net gain in biodiversity through for example: 

 The creation of new natural habitats; 

 The planting of additional trees and hedgerows; and 

 Creating new wildlife corridors linking up existing ones. 



This is your Plan that affects your and our future environment. Please help us make it a 
good legally enforceable document and take the time to please join in.           Thank you. 
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Policy MT12 - Essex Coast Recreational Disturbance Avoidance and Mitigation Strategy (RAMs) 

The Plan area is within a designated Habitat Disturbance Avoidance area and thus all new development will 

be required to financially and physically contribute towards detailed habitat disturbance mitigation actions. 

Objective - Housing 

Policy MT13 - Housing Mix and Housing Choice 

New residential development proposals will be expected to provide a choice in terms of housing mix and 

tenure. Special regard should be had for those looking for smaller properties which would be suitable for 

first time buyers as well as the growing older generation. Consideration will be shown for properties that 

are expandable or dividable as needs change and self build and other innovative solutions. 

In order to achieve thriving and safe neighbourhoods, there should not be an overconcentration of any one 

type of housing in any one scheme and affordable housing should be designed as integral to the 

development as a whole. 

Objective - Business and Employment 

Policy MT14 - London Road Parade 

Proposals coming forward that affect the London Road Parade shall maintain or enhance the range of local 

shops, services and community facilities and access, enhance the local street scene and provide customer 

parking where this is needed. 

Policy MT15 – Marks Tey Employment Sites 

The Plan supports the Anderson Employment site and adjacent nursery as continued employment sites and 

seeks to enhance and extend this, and to integrate new safe and attractive pedestrian and cycling route from 

the rail bridge in Dobbies Lane through to the Parish Hall site and the Station/shops beyond, and maintain 

and enhance the residential amenity for neighbouring houses. Subject to not prejudicing these primary 

functions, limited residential development will be allowed where needed to make this viable.  

Community Actions 

Chapter 7 of the Plan lists 7 Community Actions which the Parish Council will promote, to support the 
Policies and Intentions included in the Plan. The Parish Council will work with residents, stakeholders, and 
partner organisations to promote speed restrictions on the Coggeshall Road, improve parish wide street 
scene, accessibility, and the environment. It will seek to make the London Road shops easier to use, and 
more attractive, with more car parking possibly shared with the Station to give more choice to commuters 
and more business to the shops. It will seek to reinstate Potts Green as a publicly accessible open space. 
 

 

 
 

 
 

 

 


